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1. Introduction

The calculation by Harer [12] of the second homology groups of the mod-
uli spaces of smooth curves over C can be regarded as a major step towards
the understanding of the enumerative geometry of the moduli spaces of
curves [21, 17]. However, from the point of view of an algebraic geome-
ter, Harer’s approach has the drawback of being entirely transcendental; in
addition, his proof is anything but simple. It would be desirable to provide
a proof of his result which is more elementary, and algebro-geometric in
nature. While this cannot be done at the moment, as we shall explain in
this note it is possible to reduce the transcendental part of the proof, at
least for homology with rational coefficients, to a single result, also due to
Harer [13], asserting that the homology of Mg,n, the moduli space of smooth
n-pointed genus g curves, vanishes above a certain explicit degree. A sketch
of the proof of Harer’s vanishing theorem, which is not at all difficult, will be
presented in Section 5 of this survey. It must be observed that Harer’s van-
ishing result is an immediate consequence of an attractive algebro-geometric
conjecture of Looijenga (Conjecture 1 in Section 5); an affirmative answer
to the conjecture would thus give a completely algebro-geometric proof of
Harer’s theorem on the second rational homology of moduli spaces of curves.

In this note we describe how one can calculate the first and second
rational (co)homology groups of Mg,n, and those of Mg,n, the moduli space
of stable n-pointed curves of genus g, using only relatively simple algebraic
geometry and Harer’s vanishing theorem. For Mg,n, this program was carried
out in [5], where the third and fifth cohomology groups were also calculated
and shown to always vanish; in Section 6, we give an outline of the argument,
which uses in an essential way a simple Hodge-theoretic result due to Deligne
[10]. In genus zero, we rely on Keel’s calculation of the Chow ring of M0,n;
a simple proof of Keel’s result in the case of divisors is presented in Section
4. We finally give a new proof of Harer’s theorem for H2(Mg,n; Q); we also
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2 E. ARBARELLO AND M. CORNALBA

recover Mumford’s result asserting that H1(Mg,n; Q) always vanishes for
g ≥ 1. The idea is to use Deligne’s Gysin spectral sequence from [9], applied
to the pair consisting of Mg,n and its boundary ∂Mg,n. This is possible since
∂Mg,n is a divisor with normal crossings in Mg,n, if the latter is regarded as
an orbifold. Roughly speaking, the Gysin spectral sequence calculates the
cohomology of the open variety Mg,n = Mg,n � ∂Mg,n in terms of the coho-
mology of the strata of the stratification of Mg,n by “multiple intersections”
of local components of ∂Mg,n. Knowing the first and second cohomology
groups of the completed moduli spaces Mg,n makes it possible to explicitly
compute the low terms of the spectral sequence, and to conclude. Knowing
the first and second homology of the moduli spaces of curves allows one to
also calculate the Picard groups of the latter, as done for instance in [4].

2. Boundary strata in Mg,n

As customary, we denote by Mg,n the moduli stack of stable n-pointed
genus g curves, and by Mg,n the corresponding coarse moduli space. It will
be notationally convenient to allow the marked points to be indexed by
an arbitrary set P with n = |P | elements, rather than by {1, . . . , n}. The
corresponding stack and space will be denoted by Mg,P and Mg,P . Of course,
we shall write Mg,P and Mg,P to indicate the open substack and subspace
parametrizing smooth curves. By abuse of language, we shall usually view
Mg,P and Mg,P as complex orbifolds.

As is well known, to any stable P -pointed curve C of genus g one may
attach a graph Γ, the so-called dual graph, as follows. The vertices of Γ are
the components of the normalization N of C, while the half-edges of Γ are
the points of N mapping to a node or to a marked point of C. The edges of
Γ are the pairs consisting of half-edges mapping to the same node, while the
half-edges coming from marked points are called legs. The vertices joined
by an edge {�, �′} are those which correspond to the components containing
� and �′. The dual graph comes with two additional decorations; the legs
are labelled by P , and to each vertex v there is attached a non-negative
integer gv, equal to the genus of the corresponding component of N . We
shall denote by V (Γ), X(Γ), E(Γ) the sets of vertices, half-edges, and edges
of Γ, respectively. The following formula holds:

g = h1(Γ) +
∑

v∈V (Γ)

gv .

This implies, in particular, that g depends only on the combinatorial struc-
ture of Γ; we are thus justified in calling it the genus of Γ. The stability
condition for C is 2g − 2 + |P | > 0, and hence can be stated purely in terms
of Γ. We shall say that Γ is a stable P -pointed graph of genus g. Given
another P -pointed genus g graph Γ′, an isomorphism between Γ and Γ′ con-
sists of bijections V (Γ) → V (Γ′) and X(Γ) → X(Γ′) respecting the graph
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structures, that is, carrying edges to edges, legs labelled by the same letter
into each other, and vertices into vertices of equal genus.

Moduli spaces can be stratified by graph type. By this we mean the
following. Fix a stable P -pointed genus g graph Γ. For each vertex v let Pv

be the subset of P consisting of all elements labeling legs emanating from
v, and denote by Hv the set of the half-edges originating from v which are
not legs. In particular,

P =
⋃

v∈V (Γ)

Pv .

We denote by DΓ the closure of the locus of points in Mg,P representing
stable curves with dual graph isomorphic to Γ. It easy to see that DΓ is
a reduced sub-orbifold of Mg,P and that, in suitable local coordinates, it
is locally a union of coordinate linear subspaces of codimension |E(Γ)|. We
denote by D̃Γ the normalization of DΓ; by what we just observed, D̃Γ is
smooth. We also set

MΓ =
∏

v∈V (Γ)

Mgv ,Pv∪Hv , MΓ =
∏

v∈V (Γ)

Mgv ,Pv∪Hv

We may define clutching morphisms

ξΓ : MΓ → Mg,P

as follows (cf. [16], page 181, Theorem 3.4). Let x be a point of Mg,P ,
consisting of a Pv ∪ Hv-pointed curve Cv for each vertex v ∈ V (Γ). Then
ξΓ(x) corresponds to the curve obtained from the disjoint union of the Cv

by identifying the points labelled by � and �′, for any edge {�, �′} of Γ. By
construction, the image of ξΓ is supported on DΓ ⊂ Mg,P . The automor-
phism group Aut(Γ) acts on MΓ in the obvious way. Again by construction,
ξΓ induces a morphism

ξ̃Γ : MΓ/ Aut(Γ) → Mg,P ,

which induces by restriction an isomorphism between MΓ/ Aut(Γ) and an
open dense substack of DΓ. More generally, one can see that MΓ/ Aut(Γ) is
isomorphic to the normalization of DΓ, that is, to D̃Γ.

The graphs giving rise to codimension one strata, that is, the graphs
with only one edge, are easily described. There is a single such graph Γirr

with only one vertex, and it is customary to denote the corresponding divisor
with Dirr. The other graphs have two vertices, and are all of the form Γa,A,
where a is an integer such that 0 ≤ a ≤ g, and A is a subset of P . A point
of the corresponding divisors, usually denoted by Da,A, consists of an A-
pointed genus a curve attached at a single point to a (P � A)-pointed curve
of genus g − a.

The union of Dirr and of the Da,A is just the boundary ∂Mg,P , that is,
the substack of Mg,P parametrizing singular stable curves. This is a normal
crossings divisor in the sense of stacks, which just means that, in suitable
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“local coordinates”, it is locally a union of coordinate hyperplanes. More
generally, for any integer p, the union of all strata DΓ such that |E(Γ)| = p
is the locus of points of multiplicity at least p in ∂Mg,P .

Finally, suppose that a stable P -pointed genus g graph Γ′ is obtained
from another one, call it Γ, by contracting a certain number of edges. In this
case we write Γ′ < Γ. There are natural morphisms

ξΓ′,Γ : MΓ → MΓ′ ,

defined as follows. Suppose for simplicity that Γ′ is obtained from Γ by
contracting to a point w a set S of edges forming a connected subgraph. We
define a new graph Σ as follows. The edges of Σ are those in S, the vertices
of Σ are the end-vertices of edges in S, and the legs of Σ are the legs of
Γ originating from vertices of Σ, or the half edges in Hv that are halves of
edges in E(Γ) � S; the set of the latter will be denoted H ′

v. We then have

MΣ =
∏

v∈V (Σ)

Mgv ,Pv∪H′
v

MΓ =

⎛⎝ ∏
v∈V (Γ)�V (Σ)

Mgv ,Pv∪Hv

⎞⎠ × MΣ

MΓ′ =

⎛⎝ ∏
v∈V (Γ)�V (Σ)

Mgv ,Pv∪Hv

⎞⎠ × Mgw,Qw

where

gw = h1(Σ) +
∑

v∈V (Σ)

gv, Qw =
⋃

v∈V (Σ)

(
Pv ∪ H ′

v

)
We then set

ξΓ′,Γ = (1, ξΣ), ξΣ : MΣ → Mgw,Pw .

By definition we have

ξΓ′ ◦ ξΓ′,Γ = ξΓ, if Γ′ < Γ

An important case is the one in which DΓ is a codimension one stratum in
DΓ′ . Suppose that there are exactly k edges in Γ having the property that
contracting one of them produces a graph isomorphic to Γ′, and let F be the
set of these edges. Then there are exactly k branches of DΓ′ passing through
DΓ. In general, there is no natural morphism from D̃Γ to D̃Γ′ . The two are
however connected as follows. Clearly, F is stable under the action of the
automorphism group of Γ. The group Aut(Γ) then acts on MΓ × F via the
product action, and we set

D̃Γ′,Γ = (MΓ × F )/ Aut(Γ)
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There are two natural mappings originating from D̃Γ′,Γ: the projection πΓ′,Γ :
D̃Γ′,Γ → D̃Γ = MΓ/ Aut(Γ), and the morphism

ξ̃Γ′,Γ : D̃Γ′,Γ → D̃Γ′

defined as follows. Given a point of MΓ and an edge e ∈ F , clutching along
e produces a point in MΓ′ , well defined up to automorphisms of Γ′. This
defines a morphism MΓ × F → D̃Γ′ , and it is a simple matter to show that
in fact this morphism factors through D̃Γ′,Γ.

3. Tautological classes and relations

In the Chow ring and in the cohomology ring of the moduli spaces of
curves there are certain natural, or tautological, classes. Here we describe
those of complex codimension one. First of all, we have the classes of the
components of the boundary of Mg,P , that is, of the suborbifolds Dirr and
Da,A introduced in the previous section. We denote these classes by δirr and
δa,A, respectively. We write δb to indicate the sum of all the classes δa,A such
that a = b, and δ to indicate the total class of the boundary, that is, the sum
of δirr and of all the classes δa,A. We also set Ac = P �A. Next, consider the
projection morphism

(1) πx : Mg,P∪{x} → Mg,P ,

and denote by ω = ωπx the relative dualizing sheaf. For every p ∈ P , there
is a section σp : Mg,P → Mg,P∪{x}, whose image is precisely D0,{p,x}. The
remaining tautological classes on Mg,P that we will consider are

ψp = σ∗
p(ω) , p ∈ P ,

κ1 = πx∗(ψ2
x) ,

plus the Hodge class λ, which is just the first Chern class of the locally free
sheaf πx∗(ω). The Hodge class is related to the others by Mumford’s relation
(cf. [20], page 102, just before the statement of Lemma 5.14)

κ1 = 12λ − δ + ψ ,

where ψ =
∑

ψp; we will not further deal with it in this section.
Consider the clutching morphisms ξΓirr and ξΓa,A

described in the previ-
ous section. For convenience, we shall denote them by ξirr and ξa,A, respec-
tively. Thus

(2)
ξirr : Mg−1,P∪{q,r} → Mg,P ,

ξa,A : Ma,A∪{q} × Mg−a,(P�A)∪{r} → Mg,P .

We would like to describe the pullbacks of the tautological classes under the
morphisms (1) and (2). It turns out that the formulas for the pullback under
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ξa,A are somewhat messy. On the other hand, for our purposes it will suffice
to give pullbacks formulas for the simpler map

(3) ϑ : Ma,A∪{q} → Mg,P

which associates to any A ∪ {q}-pointed genus a curve the P -pointed genus
g curve obtained by glueing to it a fixed Ac ∪ {r}-pointed genus g − a curve
C via identification of q and r. The following result is proved in [5], Lemmas
3.1, 3.2, 3.3; for simplicity, in the statement we write ξ in place of ξirr, and
π in place of πx.

Lemma 1. The following pullback formulas hold:
i) π∗(κ1) = κ1 − ψq;
ii) π∗(ψp) = ψp − δ0,{p,q} for any p ∈ P ;
iii) π∗(δirr) = δirr;
iv) π∗(δa,A) = δa,A + δa,A∪{q};
v) ξ∗(κ1) = κ1;
vi) ξ∗(ψp) = ψp for any p ∈ P ;
vii) ξ∗(δirr) = δirr − ψq − ψr +

∑
q∈B,r �∈B

δb,B;

viii) ξ∗(δa,A) =

{
δa,A if g = 2a, A = P = ∅,
δa,A + δa−1,A∪{q,r} otherwise;

ix) ϑ∗(κ1) = κ1;

x) ϑ∗(ψp) =

{
ψp if p ∈ A,

0 if p ∈ Ac;
xi) ϑ∗(δirr) = δirr.

Suppose A = P . Then

xii) ϑ∗(δb,B) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
δ2a−g,P∪{q} − ψq if (b, B) = (a, P )

or (b, B) = (g − a, ∅),
δb,B + δb+a−g,B∪{q} otherwise;

Suppose A 
= P . Then

xii’) ϑ∗(δb,B) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

−ψq if (b, B) = (a, A)
or (b, B) = (g − a, Ac),

δb,B if B ⊂ A, (b, B) 
= (a, A),
δb+a−g,(B�Ac)∪{q} if B ⊃ Ac, (b, B) 
= (g − a, Ac),
0 otherwise.

As shown in [5], it follows from Lemma 1 that in low genus there are linear
relations between κ1, the classes ψp, and the boundary classes. For instance,
in genus zero

(4) ψz =
∑

z∈A��x,y

δ0,A .
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This formula will be needed in the next section; for the remaining relations
we refer to the statement of Theorem 4, where they appear as formulas (13),
(14), (15), and the first formula in (17).

4. Divisor classes in M0,n

In [15], Keel describes the Chow ring of the moduli space of pointed
curves of genus 0. For brevity, when writing the boundary divisors of M0,P

we will drop the reference to the genus (g = 0) and we will write DS instead
of D0,S . Similarly, for the divisor classes we will write δS instead of δ0,S .
Keel’s theorem is the following.

Theorem 1 (Keel [15]). The Chow ring A∗(M0,P ) is generated by the
classes δS, with S ⊂ P and |S| ≥ 2, |Sc| ≥ 2. The relations among these gen-
erators are generated by the following:

1) δS = δSc,
2) For any quadruple of distinct elements i, j, k, l ∈ P ,∑

i,j∈S; k,l/∈S

δS =
∑

i,k∈S; j,l/∈S

δS =
∑

i,l∈S; j,k/∈S

δS .

3) δSδT = 0, unless S ⊂ T , S ⊃ T , S ⊂ T c or S ⊃ T c.
Moreover, A∗(M0,P ) = H∗(M0,P ; Z).

We will not give a proof of this theorem. Instead, after a few general com-
ments, we will give the complete computation of the first Chow group
A1(M0,P ), showing that it coincides with H2(M0,P ; Z).

The relations 1), 2) and 3) can be easily proved. Relations 1) are obvi-
ous. Relations 3) follow immediately from the fact that DS and DT do not
physically meet except in the cases mentioned; alternatively, one can use
part xii’) of Lemma 1. To get the relations in 2) look at the morphism

πi,j,k,l : M0,P → M0,{i,j,k,l}

defined by forgetting all the points in P with the exception of i, j, k, l
and stabilizing the resulting curve. Look at the divisor classes δ{i,j} and
δ{i,k} on M0,{i,j,k,l}. The pull-backs of δ{i,j} and δ{i,k} via πi,j,k,l are given,
respectively, by ∑

i,j∈S; k,l/∈S

δS ,
∑

i,k∈S; j,l/∈S

δS .

The fact that δ{i,j} = δ{i,k} ∈ A1(M0,{i,j,k,l}) = A1(P1) gives, by pull-back,
the first relation in 2). The second is obtained in a similar way.

We now concentrate our attention on the first Chow group A1(M0,P ).
Set n = |P |. Recall first that M0,P parametrizes ordered n-tuples of distinct
points of P1, modulo automorphisms. Fixing the first three points to be
0, 1,∞ kills all automorphisms; hence M0,P can be identified with the space
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of ordered (n−3)-tuples of distinct points of P1 �{0, 1,∞}, that is, with the
complement of the big diagonal in (C�{0, 1})n−3. In particular, M0,P is the
complement of a union of hyperplanes in Pn−3. It follows that the Picard
group of M0,P is trivial, and that M0,P is birationally equivalent to Pn−3.
As a consequence, h0,1(M0,P ) = h0,2(M0,P ) = 0, and hence

A1(M0,P ) = Pic(M0,P ) = H2(M0,P ; Z) .

We now show that Pic(M0,P ) is generated by boundary divisors. Let L be a
line bundle on M0,P . Since the Picard group of M0,P is zero, the restriction of
L to M0,P is trivial, i.e., there is a meromorphic section s of L which is regular
and nowhere vanishing when restricted to M0,P . Therefore the divisor of s is
of the form (s) =

∑
niDi, where the Di are boundary divisors, so that L =

O(−
∑

niDi). We conclude that H2(M0,P ; Z) = A1(M0,P ) is generated by
the classes δS , with S ⊂ P and |S| ≥ 2, |Sc| ≥ 2, with the following relations

1) δS = δSc ;
2) for any quadruple of distinct elements i, j, k, l ∈ P ,∑

i,j∈S; k,l/∈S

δS =
∑

i,k∈S; j,l/∈S

δS =
∑

i,l∈S; j,k/∈S

δS .

As a consequence, Keel’s theorem for H2(M0,P ; Z) = A1(M0,P ) is implied
by the following result.

Proposition 1. Let P be a finite set with n = |P | ≥ 4 elements. Fix
distinct elements i, j, k ∈ P . Then H2(M0,P ; Z) is freely generated by the
classes

(5) δS , with i ∈ S and 2 ≤ |S| ≤ n − 3 or S = {j, k}.

In particular

rank
(
H2(M0,P ; Z)

)
= rank

(
A1(M0,P )

)
= 2n−1 −

(
n

2

)
− 1 .

Proof. Let F be the subgroup of H2(M0,P ; Z) generated by the ele-
ments in (5). The only boundary divisors not appearing in (5) are the divi-
sors δ{s,t}, where s 
= i, t 
= i and {s, t} 
= {j, k}. We write relation 2) for the
quadruple i, k, s, t

δ{i,k} + δ{s,t} +
∑

3≤|S|≤n−3
i,k∈S; s,t/∈S

δS = δ{i,t} + δ{s,k} +
∑

3≤|S|≤n−3
i,t∈S; k,s/∈S

δS .

Thus δs,t ≡ δs,k modulo F . Now starting from the quadruple i, j, k, s we get
δs,k ≡ 0 modulo F .

Denote by FP
i,j,k the set of all elements of the form (5). We must prove

that the elements of FP
i,j,k are linearly independent. We proceed by induction
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on n = |P |. The case n = 4 is trivial. We assume n ≥ 5. Suppose there is a
relation

(6) νδj,k +
∑

i∈S, 2≤|S|≤n−3

νSδS = 0

Fix a ∈ P � {i}. We are going to pull back this relation to M0,P∪{x}�{i,a}
via the map ϑ defined in (3), where now A = P � {i, a} and g = 0. Let us
first assume that a 
= j and a 
= k. Recalling parts xii) and xii’) of Lemma 1,
the pull-back of the left-hand side of (6) via ϑ is given by

(7)
∑

S⊃{i,a}, |S|≤n−3

νSδS∪{x}�{i,a} − ν{i,a}ψx + νδ{j,k}

We now use the expression for ψx given by (4), where we consider ψx as an
element of H2(M0,P∪{x}�{i,a}). We get

ψx = δ{j,k} +
∑

x∈T⊂P∪{x}�{i,a}
j,k∈Tc, 2≤|T |≤n−4

δT .

The relation (7) becomes∑
S⊃{i,a}, |S|≤n−3

j∈S or k∈S

νSδS∪{x}�{i,a} +
∑

S⊃{i,a}, |S|≤n−3
j,k∈Sc

(νS − ν{i,a})δS∪{x}�{i,a}

+ (ν − ν{i,a})δ{j,k} .

We may now apply the induction hypothesis to FP∪{x}�{i,a}
x,j,k . Since a is

arbitrary, as long as a 
= j and a 
= k we deduce that

ν{i,a} = ν for a 
= j, a 
= k;

νS = 0 for j ∈ S or k ∈ S, i ∈ S, S 
= {i, j}, S 
= {i, k} and |S| ≤ n − 3;

νS = ν for j, k ∈ Sc, i ∈ S and |S| ≤ n − 3.

Using again the general expression for ψi in terms of the boundary divisors
given by (4), the original relation (6) can be written as

ν{i,j}δ{i,j} + ν{i,k}δ{i,k} + ν
( ∑

2≤|S|≤n−3
i∈S; j,k∈Sc

δS

)
+ νδ{j,k}

= ν{i,j}δ{i,j} + ν{i,k}δ{i,k} + νψi = 0

We pull back this relation to MP∪{x}�{j,k} and we get ν = 0. Let l 
= k. We
then pull back the resulting relation to M{i,j,l,x} and we get ν{i,j} = 0. But
then ν{i,k} = 0 as well. �
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5. The vanishing of the high degree homology of Mg,n

We now begin our computation of the first and second cohomology
groups of the moduli spaces of curves. It is useful to observe that the rational
cohomology of the orbifold Mg,n coincides with the one of the space Mg,n

(cf. [2], Proposition 2.12), and likewise the rational cohomology of Mg,n is
the same as the one of Mg,n, so that on many occasions we will be able
to switch from the orbifold point of view to the space one, and conversely,
when needed.

One of the basic results about the homology of Mg,n is that it vanishes
in high degree. Set

(8) c(g, n) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
n − 3 if g = 0;
4g − 5 if g > 0, n = 0;
4g − 4 + n if g > 0, n > 0.

The vanishing theorem, due to John Harer (cf. [13], Theorem 4.1), is the
following:

Theorem 2. Hk(Mg,n; Q) = 0 for k > c(g, n).

The case g = 0 is straightforward. As we observed in the previous section,
M0,n is an affine variety of dimension n − 3, so that its homology vanishes
in degrees strictly greater than n − 3. Actually, a similar proof would yield
the general result if one could establish the following conjecture.

Conjecture 1. (Looijenga). Let g and n be non-negative integers such
that 2g − 2 + n > 0. Then Mg,n is the union of g affine subsets if n 
= 0, and
is the union of g − 1 affine subsets if n = 0.

We are now going to recall Harer’s proof of Theorem 2. From now on we
assume g > 1. We only treat the case n = 1. Then we will show how to reduce
the other cases to this one.

We fix a compact oriented surface S and a point p ∈ S and we denote
by A the set of isotopy classes, relative to p, of loops in S based at p. We
also require that no class in A represents a homotopically trivial loop in S.
The arc complex A = A(S; p) is the simplicial complex whose k-simplices are
given by (k + 1)-tuples a = ([α0], . . . , [αk]) of distinct classes in A which are
representable by a (k + 1)-tuple (α0, . . . , αk) of loops intersecting only in p.
The geometric realization of A is denoted by |A|. A simplex ([α0], . . . , [αk]) ∈
A is said to be proper if S �∪k

i=0αi is a disjoint union of discs. The improper
simplices form a subcomplex of A denoted by A∞. We set

A0 = A � A∞ and |A0| = |A| � |A∞| .
The mapping class group Γg,1 acts on A in the obvious way. For a = ([α0], . . . ,
[αk]) ∈ A and [γ] ∈ Γg,1 we define

(9) [γ] · a = ([γα0], . . . , [γαk]) .
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Let us denote by Tg,1 the Teichmüller space of 1-pointed genus g Riemann
surfaces. The fundamental result is the following ([7], Theorem 9.5; see also
Chapter 2 of [14] and [11]).

Theorem 3. There is a Γg,1-equivariant homeomorphism

(10) Ψ: Tg,1 → |A0|

We give a very brief sketch of the proof of this theorem. Actually, we will
limit ourselves to giving an idea of how the map (10) is defined. Let (C, p)
be a 1-pointed smooth curve of genus g. The uniformization theorem for
Riemann surfaces provides the surface C � {p} with a canonical hyperbolic
metric, the Poincaré metric. In this metric the point p appears as a cusp. This
cusp has infinite distance from the points in C � {p}. The set of horocycles
around p is a canonical family of simple closed curves in C�{p}, contracting
to p. Choose a small constant c and a horocycle η of length c. Given a general
point q ∈ C � {p}, there is a unique shortest geodesic joining q to η. In fact,
the locus of points q in C having the property that there are two or more
shortest geodesics from q to η is a connected graph G ⊂ C which is called the
hyperbolic spine of (C, p). The fundamental property of this graph is that
C � G is a disc Δ. Suppose that G has k + 1 edges. Then the Poincaré dual
of G is a graph consisting of k + 1 loops α0, . . . , αk+1 based at p, which in
fact give rise to a simplex α = (α0, . . . , αk+1) ∈ A0. To get a point in |α| we
need a (k + 1)-tuple of numbers a1, . . . , ak+1 with

∑
ai = 1. Now each loop

αi corresponds, by duality, to an edge ei of G. Draw the geodesics from the
vertices of ei to p. These geodesics cut out on η two arcs. Using elementary
hyperbolic geometry one can see that these two arcs have the same length
ai. This is the coefficient one assigns to the loop αi. We finally choose the
constant c in such a way as to get

∑
ai = 1.

Let us show how Theorem 2, for the case n = 1, follows from Theorem
3. We need a general lemma.

Lemma 2. Let K be a simplicial complex. Let H ⊂ K be a subcomplex.
Set L = K�H. Let K1 and H1 be the first barycentric subdivisions of K and
H, respectively. Let M be the subcomplex of K1 whose vertices are barycen-
ters of simplices of L. In particular, M has dimension μ−ν, where μ (resp.,
ν) is the maximal (resp., minimal) dimension of a simplex belonging to L
and |M | ⊂ |L| = |K| � |H|. Then there is a deformation retraction of |L|
onto |M |. Moreover if K is acted on by a group G and if the subcomplex H
is preserved by this action, then the above deformation can be assumed to be
G-equivariant.

Proof. By definition, the vertices of a k-simplex of K1 are barycenters
b0, . . . , bk of a strictly increasing sequence a0 < a1 < · · · < ak of simplices of
K. Such a simplex is in M if and only if a0 is a simplex of L. Let p ∈ |L| =
|K1| � |H1|. Write p =

∑k
i=0 λibi and let s be the minimum index such that
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as belongs to L, so that s < k. Setting

p′ =

(
k∑

i=s

λi

)−1

·
k∑

i=s

λibi and F (p, t) = (1 − t)p + tp′

gives the desired retraction. In the presence of a G-action this retraction is
clearly G-equivariant. �

We now go back to the arc complex A. To apply this lemma to our sit-
uation let us estimate the maximum dimension μ and minimum dimension
ν of simplices belonging to A0. Let then α = (α0, . . . , αk) be a simplex in
A0 and let N be the number of connected components of S � ∪k

i=0αi. These
components are discs, so that 2− 2g = N − k. In particular ν ≥ 2g − 1. Sup-
pose now that α has maximal dimension. Then each of the above connected
components must be bounded by 3 among the arcs α0, . . . , αk. It follows that
N = 2

3(k + 1). Therefore k = 6g − 4 and μ − ν ≤ 4g − 3. Using the preceding
lemma, we can conclude that the complex |A| can be Γg,1 - equivariantly
deformed to a complex of dimension less than or equal to 4g−3. This proves
Theorem 2, for the case n = 1.

We are now going to treat the cases where n 
= 1. Let (Σ; x1, . . . , xn)
be a reference n-pointed genus g Riemann surface satisfying the stability
condition 2−2g−n < 0. Fix an integer m ≥ 2. Consider the Teichmüller space
Tg,n, the modular group Γg,n, and its subgroup Λm formed by isotopy classes
of diffeomorphisms of (Σ;x1, . . . , xn) inducing the identity on H1(Σ; Z/(m)).
The quotient Mg,n[m] = Tg,n/Λm is, by definition, the moduli space of n-
pointed, genus g curves with m-level structure. Since the homeomorphism
Ψ in Theorem 3 is Γg,n-equivariant and therefore, a fortiori, Λm-equivariant,
exactly the same reasoning used to prove Theorem 2 in the case n = 1 shows
that Mg,1[m] has the homotopy type of a space of dimension at most 4g −3.
This implies that Hk(Mg,1[m]; Q) vanishes for k > 4g−3 and, more generally,
that

(11) Hk(Mg,1[m];L) = 0 for k > 4g − 3,

for any local system of abelian groups L. A lemma of Serre [23] asserts
that, when m ≥ 3, the only automorphism of an n-pointed, genus g curve
(C; p1, . . . , pn) inducing the identity on H1(C; Z/(m)) is the identity. As a
consequence, when m ≥ 3, Mg,n[m] is smooth and equipped with a universal
family π : C → Mg,n[m]. From now on we assume that m ≥ 3. Since Mg,n is
the quotient of Mg,n[m] by the finite group Γg,n[m] = Γg,n/Λm, the vanishing
of Hk(Mg,n[m]; Q) implies the vanishing of Hk(Mg,n; Q). It is then sufficient
to prove our vanishing statement for the homology of Mg,n[m]. Look at
the universal family π : C → Mg,n[m]. Let D ⊂ C be the divisor which is the
sum of the images of the n marked sections of π. By definition, C � D
is isomorphic to Mg,n+1[m]. It follows that the morphism η : Mg,n+1[m] →
Mg,n[m] is a topologically locally trivial fibration with fiber F homeomorphic
to Σ�{x1, . . . , xn}. Let L be a local system of abelian groups on Mg,n+1[m].
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The E2-term of the Leray spectral sequence with coefficients in L of the
fibration η is given by

E2
p,q = Hp(Mg,n[m];Hq(η; L)) ,

where Hq(η; L) is the local system of the q-th homology groups of the fibers
of η with coefficients in L. When n > 0, the homological dimension of the
fiber F is equal to 1. It follows that if Hk(Mg,n[m];L′) vanishes for k > k0
and for any local system L′, then Hk(Mg,n+1[m];L) vanishes for k > k0 + 1.
In view of (11), this shows, inductively on n, that Hk(Mg,n[m];L) vanishes
for any local system of abelian groups L and any k > 4g − 4 + n, whenever
n ≥ 1. In particular, this proves Theorem 2 for n ≥ 1.

To treat the case n = 0 it is convenient, although not strictly necessary,
to switch to cohomology. What we have to show, then, is that Hp(Mg[m]; Q)
vanishes for p > 4g − 5. Look at the cohomology Leray spectral sequence for
η : Mg,1[m] → Mg[m], whose E2 term is

Ep,q
2 = Hp(Mg[m];Rqη∗Q) .

In this case, the fibers of η are compact Riemann surfaces, and carry a
canonical orientation; this gives a canonical section ω, and hence a trivial-
ization, of the rank 1 local system R2η∗Q. Cupping with ω, wiewed as an
element of E0,2

2 = H0(Mg[m];R2η∗Q), gives homomorphisms Ep,q
2 → Ep,q+2

2 ,
compatible with differentials. In particular, Ep,0

2 → Ep,2
2 is an isomorphism.

Thus d2 : Ep,2
2 → Ep+2,1

2 vanishes, since d2 : Ep,0
2 → Ep+2,−1

2 obviously does,
and d2 : Ep−2,3

2 → Ep,2
2 also vanishes since Ep,q

2 = 0 for q > 2. The analogues
of these statements hold for all Er with r ≥ 2; the upshot is that Ep,2

2 =
Ep,2

∞ . This shows that, if Hp(Mg[m]; Q) ∼= Ep,2
2 does not vanish, neither does

Hp+2(Mg,1[m]; Q). In conjunction with (11), this proves our claim.

6. Divisor classes in Mg,P

The first and second rational cohomology groups of Mg,n are completely
described by the following result (cf. [5], Theorem 2.2).

Theorem 4. For any g and P such that 2g−2+|P | > 0, H1(Mg,P ; Q) = 0
and H2(Mg,P ; Q) is generated by the classes κ1, ψ1, . . . , ψn, δirr, and the
classes δa,A such that 0 ≤ a ≤ g, 2a− 2+ |A| ≥ 0 and 2(g −a)− 2+ |Ac| ≥ 0.
The relations among these classes are as follows.

a) If g > 2 all relations are generated by those of the form

(12) δa,A = δg−a,Ac .

b) If g = 2 all relations are generated by the relations (12) plus

(13) 5κ1 = 5ψ + δirr − 5δ0 + 7δ1 .
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c) If g = 1 all relations are generated by the relations (12) plus the
following ones

κ1 = ψ − δ0 ,(14)

12ψp = δirr + 12
∑
S�p

|S|≥2

δ0,S .(15)

d) If g = 0, all relations are generated by (12), by the relations

(16)
∑

A�p,q
A
�r,s

δ0,A =
∑

A�p,r
A
�q,s

δ0,A =
∑

A�p,s
A 
�q,r

δ0,A ,

where {p, q, r, s} runs over all quadruples of distinct elements in P ,
and by

(17)

κ1 =
∑

A��x,y

(|A| − 1)δ0,A

ψz =
∑
A�z

A
�x,y

δ0,A ,

δirr = 0 .

Furthermore, the rational Picard group Pic(Mg,P )⊗Q is always isomorphic
to H2(Mg,P ; Q).

We will give a brief sketch of the proof of Theorem 4, and more precisely
of the fact that tautological classes generate H2(Mg,n; Q). The case g = 0
is of course part of Keel’s theorem. Let us then assume that g > 0. By
Poincaré duality, which holds with rational coefficients since Mg,n is a
smooth orbifold, we can express Theorem 2 in terms of cohomology with
compact support. We set

d(g, n) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
n − 4 if g = 0;
2g − 2 if g > 0, n = 0;
2g − 3 + n if g > 0, n > 0.

Dualizing Theorem 2 we then get:

(18) Hk
c (Mg,n; Q) = 0 for k ≤ d(g, n).

We look at the exact sequence of rational cohomology with compact support

· · · → Hk
c (Mg,n) → Hk(Mg,n) → Hk(∂Mg,n) → Hk+1

c (Mg,n) → · · ·

Here and in the sequel, when we omit mention of the coefficients in coho-
mology, we always assume Q-coefficients. Using (18), it follows that
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Proposition 2. The restriction map

Hk(Mg,n) → Hk(∂Mg,n)

is injective for k ≤ d(g, n), and is an isomorphism for k < d(g, n).

Let us now consider the irreducible components of the boundary ∂Mg,n.
As we observed in section 2, each of these components is the image of a
map μi : Xi → Mg,n where Xi can be of two different kinds. Either Xi =
Mg−1,n+2, and μi is obtained by identifying the last two marked points of
each (n + 2)-pointed curve of genus g − 1, or Xi = Mp,a+1 × M q,b+1, where
p + q = g, a + b = n, 2p − 2 + a ≥ 0, 2q − 2 + b ≥ 0 and μi is obtained by
identifying the (a + 1)-st marked point of an (a + 1)-pointed genus p curve
with the (b + 1)-st marked point of a (b + 1)-pointed genus q curve. Let us
then consider the composition

σ :
N∐

i=1

Xi → ∂Mg,n → Mg,n .

One can prove a stronger version of Proposition 2 stating that, in degrees
not bigger than d(g, n), the morphism σ also induces an injection in coho-
mology. This result is somewhat surprising, especially when the degree k is
less than d(g, n). In this case, it implies that the degree k cohomology of
∂Mg,n injects in the degree k cohomology of the disjoint union of the Xi.
This shows that the geometry arising from the way in which the various
strata of ∂Mg,n intersect each other does not contribute to the cohomology,
at least in relatively low range.

Theorem 5. The composition map σ induces an injective homomor-
phism

(19) γ : Hk(Mg,n) →
N
⊕
i=1

Hk(Xi)

for k ≤ d(g, n).

Proof. As proved in [18], Section 2, and [6], Proposition 2.6, the moduli
spaces Mg,n are quotients of smooth complete varieties modulo the action
of finite groups (see also [1] or [3], Chapter 17). Thus the same is true for
each of the Xi; we write Xi = Zi/Gi, where Zi is smooth and Gi is a finite
group. It will then suffice to prove the injectivity of the map

Hk(Mg,n) →
N
⊕
i=1

Hk(Zi)

in the given range. For this we use the following result in Hodge theory, due
to Deligne ([10], Proposition (8.2.5)).
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Theorem 6. Let Y be a complete variety. If X → Y is a proper surjec-
tive morphism and X is smooth, then the weight k quotient of Hk(Y ; Q) is
the image of Hk(Y ; Q) in Hk(X; Q).

We use this result by taking as Y the boundary ∂Mg,n and as X the dis-
joint union of the Zi. In particular, Hk(∂Mg,n)/Wk−1(Hk(∂Mg,n)) injects in
Hk(X). By the previous proposition we know that, in the given range, the
map

ρ : Hk(Mg,n) → Hk(∂Mg,n)
is injective. We then have to show that the intersection of Wk−1(Hk(∂Mg,n))
with the image of ρ is zero. But this is evident because ρ is a morphism of
mixed Hodge structures, and hence strictly compatible with filtrations. In
fact,

ρ(Hk(Mg,n)) ∩ Wk−1(Hk(∂Mg,n)) = ρ(Wk−1(Hk(Mg,n))) = ρ({0}) = 0 ,

since Hk(Mg,n) is of pure weight k. The proof of Theorem 5 is now complete.
�

An elementary application of Theorem 5 proves the part of Theorem 4
concerning H1(Mg,n), that is, the following result.

Corollary 1. H1(Mg,n; Q) = 0 whenever 2g − 2 + n > 0.

Proof. The corollary is true for M0,3 = {pt} and M1,1 = P1. Except
in these two cases, 1 ≥ d(g, n), so that the homomorphism H1(Mg,n) →
N
⊕
i=1

H1(Xi) is always injective. Now Xi is either the image of Mg−1,n+2 or

the image of Mp,a+1 × M q,b+1, where p + q = g, a + b = n. Therefore, by
the Künneth formula, H1(Mg,n) injects in a direct sum of first cohomology
groups of moduli spaces Mp,ν where either p = g−1 or p = g and ν < n. The
result follows by double induction on g and n. �

The proof of the statement concerning H2(Mg,n) in Theorem 4 also
proceeds by double induction on (g, n), starting from the initial cases (1, 1)
and (1, 2), which can be easily treated directly.

The strategy for the inductive step is quite simple and boils down to
elementary linear algebra. The idea is to again use Theorem 5. Suppose we
want to show that H2(Mg,n) is generated by tautological classes, assuming
the same is known to be true in genus less then g, or in genus g but with fewer
than n marked points. Look at the injective homomorphism (19) and denote
by γi the composition of γ with the projection onto H2(Xi). By induction
hypothesis, each summand H2(Xi) is generated by tautological classes, all
relations among which are known. Since one has a complete control on the
effect of each map H2(Mg,n) → H2(Xi) on tautological classes, the subspace
of H2(Xi), generated by the images of the tautological classes in H2(Mg,n)
is known. On the other hand, given any class in H2(Mg,n), its restrictions to
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the Xi satisfy obvious compatibility relations on the “intersections” of the
Xi. The subspace W ⊂

⊕
H2(Xi) defined by these compatibility relations

can be completely described because the spaces H2(Xi) are generated by
tautological classes. By elementary linear algebra computations one shows
that W is equal to the image of H2(Mg,n) in

⊕
H2(Xi). Since H2(Mg,n) is

known to inject in
⊕

H2(Xi), this concludes the proof that H2(Mg,P ; Q) is
as described in the statement of Theorem 4.

As for the last statement of the theorem, notice first that, as is the
case for rational cohomology, the rational Picard group of the space Mg,n

coincides with the one of the smooth orbifold Mg,n. But then Pic(Mg,n) ⊗
Q → H2(Mg,n; Q) is onto since H2(Mg,n; Q) is generated by divisor classes,
and is injective since H1(Mg,n; Q) always vanishes.

We finally recall that the actual Picard group of Mg,n is also known.
The following result is proved in [4] (Theorem 2, page 163), using the results
of [12].

Theorem 7. For all g ≥ 3 and all n, Pic(Mg,n) is freely generated by
λ, the ψi, and the boundary classes.

It is possible to explicitly describe Pic(Mg,n) for g < 3, but we will not do
it here; we just observe that the case g = 0 is covered by Keel’s theorem in
Section 4.

7. Deligne’s spectral sequence

We recall Deligne’s “Gysin” spectral sequence computing the cohomol-
ogy of non-singular varieties (see [9], 3.2.4.1). Let X be a complex manifold
and let D be a divisor with normal crossings in X. Set V = X � D. The
Gysin spectral sequence we are about to define will compute the cohomol-
ogy of V . Locally inside X, the divisor D looks like a union of coordinate
hyperplanes. Denote by D[p] the union of the points of multiplicity at least
p in D and by D̃[p] the normalization of D[p]. We also set

D̃[0] = D[0] = X .

Concretely, a point y of D̃[p] can be thought of as the datum of a point x
in D[p] and of p local components of D through x. We denote by Ep(y) the
set of these components. The sets Ep(y) form a local system on D̃[p] which
we denote by Ep. The set of orientations of Ep(y) is by definition the set
of generators of ∧pZEp(y). The local system of orientations of Ep defines on
D̃[p] a local system of rank one

εp = ∧pQEp

While D[p] is clearly included in D[p−1], in general there is no natural map
from D̃[p] to D̃[p−1]. What we have instead is a natural correspondence
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between the two. We let D̃[p−1,p] be the space whose points are pairs (y, L),
where y = (x, Ep(y)) ∈ D̃[p] and L ∈ Ep(y). We then have morphisms

D̃[p−1,p]

π[p−1,p]

��

ξ[p−1,p]
�� D̃[p−1]

D̃[p]

π[p−1,p](y, L) = y; ξ[p−1,p](y, L) = (x, Ep(y) � {L}).

Moreover, there is a natural isomorphism

(π[p−1,p])∗εp ∼= (ξ[p−1,p])∗εp−1

This makes it possible to define a generalized Gysin homomorphism

H i(D̃[p]; εp) π∗
→ H i(D̃[p−1,p]; π∗εp)

∼= H i(D̃[p−1,p]; ξ∗εp−1)
ξ∗→ H i+2(D̃[p−1]; εp−1)

where, for brevity, we have written π and ξ for π[p−1,p] and ξ[p−1,p], respec-
tively.

The following theorem by Deligne holds.

Theorem 8. There is a spectral sequence, abutting to H∗(V ; Q) and
with E2 = E∞, whose E1-term is given by

E−p,q
1 =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Hq−2p(D̃[p]; εp) for p > 0,

Hq(X; Q) for p = 0,

0 for p < 0.

Moreover, the differential

d1 : Hq−2p(D̃[p]; εp) → Hq−2p+2(D̃[p−1]; εp−1)

is the Gysin homomorphism (ξ[p−1,p])∗(π[p−1,p])∗.

The above theorem also holds in the case in which X is an orbifold and D
an orbifold divisors with normal crossing. Indeed, in view of the local nature
of their proofs, one can immediately see that Proposition 3.6, Proposition
3.13 in [8] and Proposition 3.1.8 in [9] all hold in the orbifold situation. We
can then apply the preceding theorem to the situation in which X = Mg,P ,
D = ∂Mg,P and V = Mg,P . To state the result one obtains we choose, once
and for all, a representative in each isomorphism class of P -pointed, genus
g stable graphs with exactly p edges, and let Gp

g,P denote the (finite) set of
these representatives. We then get the following.
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Theorem 9. There is a spectral sequence, abutting to H∗(Mg,P ; Q) and
with E2 = E∞, whose E1-term is given by

E−p,q
1 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⊕
Γ∈Gp

g,P

Hq−2p(D̃Γ; εp) for p > 0,

Hq(Mg,P ; Q) for p = 0,

0 for p < 0.

Moreover, with the notation introduced at the end of section 2, the differential

d1 :
⊕

Γ∈Gp
g,P

Hq−2p(D̃Γ; εp) →
⊕

Γ′∈Gp−1
g,P

Hq−2p+2(D̃Γ′ ; εp−1)

of this spectral sequence is the Gysin map∑
Γ∈Gp

g,P , Γ′∈Gp−1
g,P , Γ<Γ′

(ξ̃Γ′,Γ)∗(π̃Γ′,Γ)∗

8. Computing H1(Mg,n) and H2(Mg,n)

As an application of Deligne’s spectral sequence, we are going to deduce
from Theorem 4 two classical results on H1(Mg,n; Q) and H2(Mg,n; Q). The
first of these is due to Mumford ([19], Theorem 1) for n = 0 and to Harer
([12], Lemma 1.1) for arbitrary n, while the second is due to Harer [12].

Theorem 10. The following hold true:
(1) (Mumford, Harer) H1(Mg,n; Q) = 0 for any g ≥ 1 and any n such

that 2g − 2 + n > 0.
(2) (Harer) H2(Mg,n; Q) is freely generated by κ1, ψ1, . . . , ψn for any

g ≥ 3 and any n. H2(M2,n; Q) is freely generated by ψ1, . . . , ψn for
any n, while H2(M1,n; Q) vanishes for all n.

Before giving the proof, let us remark that both parts of the theorem can be
considerably strengthened. Teichmüller’s theorem implies that the orbifold
fundamental group of Mg,n is the Teichmüller modular group Γg,n. On the
other hand, it is known that Γg,n equals its commutator subgroup for g > 2.
For n = 0 this is Theorem 1 of [22], while for arbitrary n it is Lemma 1.1
of [12]. Thus the first integral homology group of Mg,n vanishes for g >
2. Likewise, the main result of [12] actually computes the second integral
homology of Mg,n for g > 4; this turns out to be free of rank n+1 for any n.

Proof of Theorem 10. It is convenient to adopt the Mg,P notation
instead of the Mg,n one. In the course of the proof we shall omit mention
of the coefficients in cohomology, assuming rational coefficients throughout.
We let D1, . . . , DN be the components of the boundary of Mg,P , so that,
in the notation of the previous section, ∪Di = D[1]. Clearly, D̃[1] =

∐
D̃i,
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where D̃i stands for the normalization of Di. We first compute H1(Mg,P ).
The only non-zero terms in Deligne’s spectral sequence that are relevant to
the computation of H1(Mg,P ) are E−1,2

1 , E0,2
1 , E0,1

1 . On the other hand, E0,1
1

equals H1(Mg,P ) which, by Theorem 4, vanishes. It follows that

H1(Mg,P ) = ker{d−1,2
1 : E−1,2

1 → E0,2
1 }

But d−1,2
1 is the Gysin map

(20)
N⊕

i=1

H0(D̃i) → H2(Mg,P )

From Theorem 4 we know that the boundary classes in H2(Mg,P ) are lin-
early independent as long as g > 0. This means that d−1,2

1 is injective. This
proves the vanishing of H1(Mg,P ) when g > 0. We next consider the second
rational cohomology group of Mg,P . The only non-zero terms in Deligne’s
spectral sequence that are relevant to the computation of H2(Mg,P ) are
E−2,4

1 , E−1,4
1 , E−1,3

1 and E0,2
1 . Since

E−1,3
1 =

N
⊕
i=1

H1(D̃i) ,

and since each D̃i is the quotient of a product of moduli spaces of stable
pointed curves by a finite group, the term E−1,3

1 vanishes by Theorem 4. We
then have

H2(Mg,P ) = ker(d−2,4
1 ) ⊕ coker(d−1,2

1 ) .

From Theorem 4 it follows that

coker(d−1,2
1 ) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
Q〈κ1, ψ1, . . . , ψn〉 for g > 2,

Q〈ψ1, . . . , ψn〉 for g = 2,

0 for g = 1.

It remains to show that ker(d−2,4
1 ) = 0. The homomorphism

d−2,4
1 : H0(D̃[2]; ε2) → H2(D̃[1]; ε1)

is the Gysin map

(21)
⊕

Γ∈G2
g,P

H0(D̃Γ; ε2) →
N⊕

i=1

H2(D̃i) .

The graphs of P -pointed, genus g stable curves with two double points are all
illustrated in Figure 1, where C∪D∪B = A∪B = P and c+d+b = a+b = g.

We now consider an element δ ∈ H0(D̃[2]; ε2). Notice that, when DΓ is
part of the self-intersection of one of the Di, we have H0(D̃Γ; ε2) = 0 since ε2
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is not trivial. This rules out the graphs Γ0
c,g−2c;∅,P , Γ2

a−1,A, Γ2
irr. In all other

cases H0(D̃Γ; ε2) = H0(D̃Γ). We may then write

δ =
∑

α0
c,d;C,D 1Γ0

c,d;C,D
+

∑
α1

a−1,A 1Γ1
a−1,A

,

where 1Γ is a generator of H0(D̃Γ), and where (d, D) 
= (g − 2c, P ). Pro-
ceeding by contradiction, we assume that the image of δ under (21) is zero.
Let g = a + b and assume that a > 0. Fix a subset A ⊂ P . Set B = P � A,
and assume (a, A) 
= (g, P ). By Künneth’s formula, one of the summands
H2(D̃i) in the right-hand side of (21) contains a summand of the form
H2(Ma,A∪{x}) ⊗ H0(M b,B∪{y}). Let πa,A be the composition of the map
(21) with the projection onto this summand. This homomorphism vanishes
identically on a certain number of summands in the left-hand side of (21).
Taking this into account, πa,A can be viewed as a homomorphism

πa,A :

⎛⎝ ⊕
c+d=a, C∪D=A

H0
(
D̃Γ0

c,d;C,D

)⎞⎠ ⊕ H0
(
D̃Γ1

a−1;A

)
→ H2(Ma,A∪{x}) .

The summands in the domain of πa,A play, with respect to Ma,A∪{x}, the
same role that the summands H0(D̃1), . . . , H0(D̃N ) play for Mg,P in the
Gysin homomorphism (20). Since a > 0, the homomorphism πa,A is injec-
tive for all pairs (a, A) with a > 0 and (a, A) 
= (g, P ). It follows that the
coefficients α0

c,d;C,D, α1
a−1;A are all zero. �
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